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Please read by
June 6, 2019

Agenda
GLOC Board Meeting Minutes, May 2, 2019
General Meeting, June 6, 2019
*Greeting/Introductions
*Minutes from November
*Treasurer & Committee Reports
*Old Business
*Announcements/Brags
*Adjourn
The Barker is a monthly publication by and
about the Greater Lincoln Obedience Club,
its members and events. Provided free by
email to all club members, past issues are
available on the glocdogs.org web site in the
members’
area.
To
submit
brags,
announcements,
articles,
or
other
information,
email
the
editor
at
glocthebarker@gmail.com. GLOC’s physical
address is 5740 Johanna Road. The mailing
address is P.O. Box 84031, Lincoln, NE
68501.

REMINDER: Barker Deadline
Just a friendly reminder, the Barker deadline to
make certain that something will be included is
5 p.m. on the 15th of the month. You can submit
things after that but they may not be printed
until the next month.

Board meeting called to order at 6:10 PM.
Present: Teresa Barney, Jessica Bruns, Kyle
Smith; Mary Schweitzer; Jeannine Beer, Katie
Schwartz, Megan Zawacki, Kat Potthoff.
Review of The Barker/minutes from
April: corrections as follows:
1) The line stating that AKC trials make more
than CPE, (when they are 3-day trials, they can
generate more income), will be deleted, as this
may not always be true.
2) We always take a break from tracking in the
summer. This is usual. 3) Regarding charity
discussion during last month’s general
meeting, Kat wants to clarify that her motion
that profits from the June AKC Fun match, up to
$400, be allocated for whichever charity we
select, her statement was for these proceeds and
this trial only.
Adding to this discussion at this time, that we
possibly need to review how we allocate funds,
and that also we may need these profits for the
club. We already donate and/or volunteer for
other projects/events, such as Dog Splash,
which we have been doing for at least 10 years,
and this has contributed over $10,000. Possibly
we should look at donating our time, not just
money, due to costs that we have to cover that
are ongoing, our rent, etc.
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4) Asking for corrections for the board members
list, names and email addresses, noting there are
errors on the list printed in the The Barker. Kat
asking about two different emails specific to
Sports/agility, Teresa saying she will see if these
can be deleted, neither is used.
5) For Activity Pass holders, you can sign up for
2 classes, then if you want to take more than
this, you will be on a wait list for more classes,
and so depends on if class is full or not.
Corrections are approved, Mary firsts, Jeannine
seconds, motion passes.
Jeannine – Treasurer’s report:
Income in April of $8,917.49. Expenses of
$5,562.01 Positive cash flow of $3,355.48.
checking acct balance, $53421.08; float,
$4721.11; funds on hand, $52,698.97. Light
replacement was $200, $50 each. Jeannine
received the bill for April, Saunders Co.,
Wahoo, building rental, this was $750, or $850
total. Review of all costs for this, heat, and the
building – rent for building is $275/day; $25 for
the building the night before; office was
$50/day; heat use was 6 hrs at $25/hr. Jeannine
will recheck that the amt paid was $725, review
showing this is what it should have been, not
$750. April CPE trial expenses have come in,
and so profit was $3,700.00, as long as no other
expenses come in. March AKC trial profit was
$1800.00. Expenses for March were $2700.
Would like to have a cheaper building to rent
for trials, AKC trials in general need more space
than is available in the Wahoo facility, however
it is commented that there are AKC events held
in smaller venues, using just 1 ring, by some
organizations. Concern that it would not go over
well in our area.
Motion to approve the treasurer’s report, Jessica
firsts, Katie seconds, motion carries.
Megan - Corresponding secretary report:

No cards sent out this past month. Cards that
will be sent: Carrie Johnstone had kitty that
passed away. Lisa Black’s dog, Kara passed
away, we will send her a card as she has been
our trial sec’y.
Kat - Sport’s Director report
Trials – April, final notification did not go out
by email, and no potluck notice went out.
Rosemary has been asked to be our trial sec’y
for our 2 dates in 2020, Kat has not heard back
from her, she will follow up with this. Jeannine
asking for help with the June trial, but things are
moving along for this. She will contact Noell,
our contact at Speedway. We plan to stick to the
plan that they agreed to let us bring in food, this
has already be negotiated, at least for this year.
Letter for Barn Hunt hasn’t gone out yet, Kat
and Theresa will work on getting this done, and
also plan to work on the rest of our class
schedule, instructors, etc.
October trial, Kyle has contacted Chris, and
Jeannine will send them the draft premium, so
to get this done and out there. With AKC, we
now are doing online registration, will get this
information out. Kat will check with Judy that
this is up, ready to go and is correct. Jeannine
will set date for a committee meeting for the
June trial. Anyone who wants to come to this
will be welcome.
November, Sherry and Kat are getting the
paperwork done, Jeannine will get them the
check, it costs us $15 extra to have a change in
date, and will get this in the mail.
The next NADAC video trial will be May 18.
Leath is going to email one of the trial sec’ys
down in KC, discussing having an actual judged
trial in our backyard area. He will find out if this
area will work, if it does, then he will get this up
and running, and get some dates. Kat states we
need a proposal to come back to the board, to
get the okay of club members to put this on.
Need to find out expenses to hold this, charges
are $11 for pre-registration, or $15 if on day of
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show, you are automatically submitting, and it is
$10 to submit. The majority of our profit for
video trial came from no Q videos, but we don’t
know who might have submitted after these
were posted on You-tube. When we post it, it is
$5 for each video, and then $10 to submit. We
need to find out how much do we would have to
pay to NADAC for a run. Judged trial would be
2-day, expect we would have interest from Des
Moines, Omaha area, and other areas. Expect
this will not happen until 2020. Kat asking
about fairness, as we have not gone forward
with any trials for Barn Hunt, and have been
doing this longer.
Jessica reminding that she is offering her shed to
store the straw needed for Barn Hunt. Will need
to get a permit to put it outside the building.
Pam has a large trailer that can move the shed,
Jeannine’s brother can also help. Will double
check that the shed is solid. Discussion for how
to put it in securely to the concrete.
For the upcoming Fun Match, 5/11, Kyle
reporting they are working together designing
the course, and that information/promotion for
this is on FB.
Kat has made some judge’s contacts for
upcoming trials, also would like to get some
trial chairs for 2020. We have to file change of
dates for both 2020 CPE trials, will be helpful if
we know who our judges and trial sec’ys are,
and get these set ahead of time, saves us money
when we put in for change of dates.
Kat asking if at the end of this meeting, the CPE
people meet to give feedback for double games
desired for 2020 trials. Standard and Jumpers
are requested. The sec’y doesn’t always know
what our plan is, with our games, trying to get
them information ahead of time.
Kat and Judy V have had conversations about
facility contracts for AKC. For CPE, Denise has

not sent Kat the contracts yet for 2020, Kat will
remind her to send these.
Reminder will go out that class registration is
starting tomorrow, May 3 at 6, and will be open
until Wednesday May 8. Class list has been
posted on FB. Eric will send out mass email for
registration, with all classes listed on this. Some
Obedience Level 2 class people are asking to
have CGC class in session 4, but we have CGC
in Sessions 5 & 6, so probably they will need to
wait until the next session when there are
enough people signing up for the class.
Allison Frederick is putting on a seminar at
Smarty Dog on Sunday, asking if we would like
to have the seminar also at our building, it is
titled ”Cats who hate their litter boxes”. We
have a flyer set out on the table for anyone who
is interested in going to the one at Smarty Dog.
Asking about some of the details, how much she
is charging to do the seminar, but we don’t
know the answers, and no other decision if we
want to have it at our building, just flyers for
anyone interested.
Teresa got an email from AKC club
development, stating that it has been brought to
their attention that our club has 50 or less
members. No one seems to know who it is that
might have brought it to their attention, also we
have more than 50 members. Email stating that
if we are interested in club development, they
would like to assist to help to reach potential
members. Kat suggesting that we take them up
on this, as we have had conversations with
retention of members. Possibly they are they
talking about AKC members in our club, that
we have only 50 of them? We are not sure
where they are pulling their information from,
or how they would know this information.
Teresa will respond to them, asking for more
information.
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Teresa asking for discussion, regarding email
she received from Kim Kempkes asking to be
considered to have a building key. Discussion
for the information included in the email, also
clarifying that she is assisting with classes right
now. Discussion for what is considered being a
member in good standing, general thinking is
that this means that the individual is current on
fees, and has completed their 12 hours of
service, but comments given that there other
requirements, stating this needs to be reviewed
and clarified; and update the Club guidelines if
needed. Stating that there are AKC Club rules
that apply to all members, however these are not
included in the requirements on our website.
Need to add the information per Teresa to our
policy documents and bylaws, that we follow
AKC sportsmanship rules. Suggestion that we
discuss these issues and publish this information
so that it is clear to members what is expected to
be a member in good standing, and clarify what
is not allowed. Agreement to allow Kim a
building key, Jeannine firsts, Jessica seconds,
motion carried. Jessica will get her a key.
Kyle reporting that 12 bags, 6 sets, for the
tunnels are coming next week, and need to get
sand for these. Kyle will get the sand, plan is to
schedule a meeting to look at the old bags, and
get the new ones ready to go. Right now we are
required to have 2 bags on each end of the
tunnel, and sometimes may need one in the
middle if the tunnel is moving, but there are
some differing requirements between AKC and
CPE. Also need 6 plates, for 3 tunnels, per ring.
Motion to adjourn the board meeting, Mary
firsts, Kyle seconds, motion carries.
General Meeting
Called to order at 7:42.

Members present: Kathy Zupancic, Eileen Van
Lent, Linda Krutz, Teresa Barney, Jessica
Bruns, Mary Schweitzer, Kim Kempkes,
Jeannine Beer, Katie Schwartz, Kat Potthoff,
Kyle Smith, Pam Eckstein, Jayne Sebby, Eric
Wickizer, Jennifer Brown, Rosalie Claussen,
Megan Zawacki, Dara Almanza, Judy Vitamvas,
Lynette Nelson, Shannon Hanson, Kerri
Paulsen, Larry Hunzeker, Michele Hunzeker,
Veronica Schnell, Kathy Andelt, Jenny Pasco,
Jim Clayshulte, new member/guest, guest Chris
Christensen (sister-in-law of Katie Schwartz).
Introductions.
Corrections to The Barker:
1) AKC trials can make more profit than CPE,
but not always, this should be deleted.
2) Include in minutes if motion passes or not,
with items and issues discussed or voted on
during the meeting.
3) Tracking is on hiatus during the summer due
to the weather, this is usual.
4) Funds from Agility Fun Match to be held on
June 2, will be set aside for animal community
needs or other charity programs that are agreed
on, such as flooding, animals in need, up to
$400 used for this, and specific to the June Fun
Match.
5) For Activity Pass holders, you can sign up for
2 classes, then if you want to take more than
this, you will be on a wait list for more classes,
and so depends on if class is full or not.
6) Kerri mentioned that Kayza is the correct
spelling for her pup, was misspelled. Motion to
approve the minutes as amended, first by Kyle,
second by Judy V., motion passes.
Treasurer report – Jeannine
Income for last month was $8917.49; expenses,
$5,562.01; cash flow was $3,355.48; checking
acct balance, $53421.08; float, $4721.11; funds
on hand, $52,698.97. Trial in March, profit was
$1800.00, CPE trial in April, we made
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$3700.00. Motion to approve treasurer’s report,
Katie firsts, Kyle seconds, motion passes.
Corresponding Secretary report – Megan
Reporting a get well card was sent out Marilyn.
Will be sending a card to Lisa Black for Kara,
her dog that passed away; and then to Carrie
Johnstone for her cat that passed away. Will
send card to Dara A. who has a new dog.
Sport’s Director report – Kat
Agility Trials: March is finished; April, also,
just need food receipt from Pam; June, Jeannine,
is chair of AKC trial, and she is needing to set
up a date for a committee meeting, will try to
schedule this after Fun Match on 5/11. This trial
will be June 14-16, encouraging all entries, and
volunteers, this will be held at Speedway
Sporting Village, on west Van Dorn. Committee
meeting will tentatively be at 1 PM, 5/11, at
GLOC building. Jessica is volunteer
coordinator, stating you do not have to sign up
ahead of time, that she will put you to work, just
show up!
If anyone wants a list of all the dates, it is posted
on our bulletin board, all 2019 dates.
October Kyle is the trial chair, AKC, will be at
the Lancaster Event Center. Kyle will start
asking for volunteers soon. Sherry and Kat have
talked about the November CPE trial, this will
be the weekend after Thanksgiving in Wahoo,
the judge is set, etc., CPE members please stay
after this meeting to decide on games we want
to play more than once on the days of the
weekend trials. NADAC, these are our backyard
trials, these may be set up for late in the
summer/fall, Leath is working on these. Also
looking at doing an actual judged NADAC trial,
rather than a video trial, sometime in the future.
Right now there is a NADAC video trial
happening on May 18, 10 AM, can register early
as the form has been sent out, or sign up day of
trial. We will have the orange fence up to close
the gate if you are doing this as a fun run, or

will be open if you are running for points. This
will be 6 runs, $25 total, or $5 each run. There
will be 2 rounds of standard, back to back, (run
it the 2nd time backwards); levels are Elite,
Open, Novice and Intro. We also will have
Touch n Go, Chances, Jumpers and Tunnelers,
will be starting Tunnelers around 3:30 or 4 if
you want to come later just for these. Standard
includes contacts, dog walk, A-frame, NADAC
approved equipment, rubberized rather than
slatted contacts. Touch n Go has the A-frame
and the dogwalk, also use hoops, a barrel, this is
more of a contact and timing game. There are no
teeters in NADAC, also can have weaves
depending on the dog’s level. Chances is similar
to fast or jackpot in CPE, it is a distance game
with a line that you send you dog across to do
the obstacles in the required order. As you move
up in levels, you send your dog further, and
have to stay behind the tape, can be up to 19 feet
or so at higher, Elite, level.
We are also having Agility fun matches, May
11th and June 2 are scheduled. You pay
according to how many runs you want to do, $8
for 1 run, $13 for 2, and $20 for unlimited runs.
For each course, you get 3 minutes on the
course, can run it as it is set up, or make your
course however you want, like if you want to
focus an a particular obstacle or technique. We
will have a course change halfway through so to
have variety, 1 & 2 are the same course, rounds
3 & 4 will be a different course. . Kyle is
helping Ellen, also Kerri, to organize and set
this up.
Linda asking if there is a class that you can take
to refresh your skills. Teresa saying that we will
have a Fun class this coming session on
Wednesday nights, with a course set up, no
instructor, everyone gives advice and help to
others in the class. We also have a Fun n Games
class, the instructor focuses on games from
AKC or CPE, and you can adapt the runs as you
need to. But there may be a teeter set up at any
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of these, NADAC is the only organization that
does not use the teeter. Possibly can adapt the
teeter by putting a noodle on the end so it
doesn’t bang or make as much noise as it would
normally.
Kat says we are working on judges for other
trials in the future, also trial chairs, going into
2020, if we know the trial judge, chair and the
secretary, we can submit these all at the same
time, then it will cost less for the CPE trials that
we are having to ask for change of dates.
Flyball, no classes at this time, thinking about
sessions 7 & 8, would be helpful to know those
who are interested, this would be for end of
October, Nov and Dec, so can then get
something scheduled.
Scent work, this is going on right now. Session
4 will be advanced Scent work, Pam and Kat are
organizing these.
Barn Hunt, Pam brought rats tonight, for anyone
to try out, but no dates/times set as of yet.
For the upcoming session, Kat is looking for
instructors and assistants.
Eric: Registration for the next session opens
Friday the 3rd at 6 PM, and will be open until
Wednesday the 8th, the next session starts
Monday May 20th. Eric informing that he won’t
hear from SCC for 2 weeks, so after this he will
get out the confirmations for sign ups. We have
added an extra class on Tuesday night, so at the
6:30 time all 3 rings will have classes going
on. A new class that is now being offered, has
gone out on FB, Beginning Rally with
Obedience class, including practice heeling and
technique that helps with Rally, and this is 1 of
the Tuesday night 6:30 classes.
Saltdogs are having the Bark in the Park this
summer, dates are May 26th, and August 25th.

We plan to go as a group and just sit on the
berm, we are not signing up to sponsor or have
organized presence for the game. 5:05 is game,
gates open at 4. Suggest to wear a GLOC teeshirt if you have one. Will post on FB where we
are sitting, who is going, etc. This is at
Haymarket Park.
Our June 6th meeting will be a picnic, Jessica
excitedly volunteered to organize this. It is a
potluck, and we will need volunteers to help,
someone to do set up tables, put out some
decorations, plan some doggy or human games.
Others volunteering to help are Pam, Lynette,
Jeannine, Kim, Katie. We will have a shorter
regular meeting along with the festivities.
July 4th is a Thursday, we need an alternate date
for our meeting, Teresa suggesting Thursday
July 11, and this is agreed upon.
Also in October, our AKC trial and meeting are
the same night, so will need to move the
October meeting to the next week, the 10th,
both the board and general meeting.
CPE has expanded into Scent work, and will
start Scent work trials this June/July. We would
like to be able to get in early setting up a trial, if
we have enough interest from our club. Pam
was able to report that the application cost is
about $100; $300 for the ribbons; the judge is
$100, plus $1 for entries, or about $300; the
sec’y wants runs, depends on how many dogs
she would run ($300/dog), not sure how many
she would want to run; judges gift - $25;
volunteer raffle – $50 or so; oils and other
supplies – $100. Deciding on dates, for when
the judge is available, and when is the earliest
we could do this, probably July 20 and 21st, and
would be at our building. We would have an
interior search, a container or boxes search,
exterior, and vehicles. We could offer all four of
these. The next earliest date would be in 2020,
checking calendars for all other events
happening in the area, and competition for other
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things that would conflict. Expenses would be
$12-1500 for the first trial. Getting in early is an
advantage as we would only have to offer
Levels 1 and 2, since no one will have advanced
to higher levels. If it doesn’t happen until 2020,
we would have to offer all the classes, more cost
for the ribbons, and more oils, and higher
expense. For volunteers we would need a cold
steward, a hot steward, a couple of gate
stewards, Noreen from Omaha would be trial
secretary, would need someone to help her with
move-ups, etc., so need 5-10 volunteers total.
Right now every session we have either
beginning or advanced Scent work classes. To
do the July trial, we have to get in our
paperwork now, we have 2 months, so has to be
in by May 20th. 7-8 individuals raised their
hands to help volunteer for the July dates.
Motion to approve, Kat firsts, Jeannine seconds,
motion passes. Jayne recalling that CPE
practically started here in Lincoln, so nice to
also be one of the firsts competing in the CPE
Scent work trials. Officially it is called Scent
Sport.
Jessica firsts the motion to adjourn the meeting,
Kyle seconds, motion passes.

Best Choice Labels
There is a can for the Best Choice labels on the
office desk. Once a year these labels are sent to
the corporate office in return for $$$ for our
general fund!! “Let’s Pack the Can!”
Obedience Trial Committee
If you would like to be on the Obedience Trial
Committee, please email Robin James
(rjames_1@windstream.net). You don't have to
be actively competing in obedience. Besides
your ideas on to make our trial better, I need

assistance with providing lunch, cleaning and
setting up the building on Thursday and Friday
before, help stewarding (no experience needed)
during the weekend of the trial (Nov 16-17).
Announcements
Eileen shared need for home for 2 dogs, they
live together, both about 2 yrs old, the
owner has MS and can’t care for them. 1 is a
German shepherd and 1 is a black lab. Indoor
dogs, trained, micro-chipped, very chill couch
potato dogs.
Teresa reporting that there is a seminar being
held by Allison Frederick, Andy’s wife, this
Sunday, the 5th, “When Cats Hate Their
Litterbox”, at Smarty Dog, flyers are here for
anyone who would like this information.

Gallery of Brags
If you have a new puppy/dog announcement, a
brag, or just some great pictures of your dog(s),
submit them to the Barker for inclusion in our
Gallery of Brags. Send your items to
glocthebarker@gmail.com. Our deadline is the
15th of the month but for pics of puppies, we
always make an exception.
Jeannine - at the April trial, Pappy went 3/5 on
Saturday, and 5/5 on Sunday. Also at trial last
weekend of April, Pappy also finished a
standard run under time by 10 seconds!
Judy V. reporting that Ikon got his Excellent
Jumpers Title last weekend, end of April, and
he’s in position to finish his Excellent Standard
Title this coming weekend. Blaze ran as a
Novice B in fast, and he Q’ed at 18 seconds.
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Teresa - Viktor earned his Advanced Rally Title
a couple of weekends ago, and he earned a leg
in Excellent.

We competed against Boston Terriers from all
over the US. Manny got 5 Q’s out of 6 runs. He
was second place overall in JWW both runs and
Standard. I was so proud!! Megan Zawacki

Kyle - Jax got a double Q in both Jumpers and
Standard in Masters last Friday.
Pam - Chelsea in Barn hunt trial last weekend,
got all 8 in Crazy 8, and under time, this doesn’t
happen in trials, finding all 8 rats in under 2
minutes, so very exceptional!
Katie reported that at our CPE trial in Wahoo,
Rufus did well, especially Q’ing and achieving
2nd place in a non-traditional Jackpot,
accumulating 73 pts (44 is the # needed to Q),
just behind the first place dog (welsh terrier
superdog who accumulated 79 pts).
Etta Bear earned her CGC on May
15th! Thanks to Rosalie Clausen, Kat Pottoff,
and Alicia Graybill for the great instruction and
to Marcy Graybill for doing the evaluation.
Jayne Sebby

Me and Manny attended the National Specialty
BTCA Agility Trial for Boston Terriers only.

Digby and I tried a new venue, traveling to
Minnesota for a National Assn for Canine Scent
Work trial. All four elements (containers,
exterior, interior and vehicle) must be passed at
the same trial on the same day to earn the
title. Of the 45 teams that competed, Digby was
one of 24 dogs to earn the NW1 title and had the
sixth fastest total time. So very proud of my old
boy!
Mary Kramer
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Contact List:

Pupcoming Events
GLOC Meeting and Picnic, Thursday, June 6
Barker deadline Saturday, June15
For your planning pleasure: I had a request to
add all the GLOC sponsored trials in the
newsletter so you can mark your calendars.
Below is what I can find so far. Some of the
events are still pending so are not set in stone
but will help to mark your calendars. If you
know of more events that should be listed, let
me know and I will add them to next month’s
Barker.
Agility Fun Match June 2
AKC Agility Trial June 14-16
AKC Agility Trial October 4-6
Obedience Trial November 16-17
(Building clean Thursday November 14, Trial
set up November 15-building closed 15th)
Note: No classes Friday-Sunday.
CPE Agility Trial November 30-December 1

Teresa Barney, President –
glocpresident@gmail.com
Jessica Bruns, Vice President –
glocvicepresident@gmail.com
Katie Schwartz, Recording Secretary –
kschwartz@neb.rr.com
Jeannine Beer, Treasurer –
gloctreasurer@gmail.com
Megan Zawacki, Corresponding Secretary –
mzawacki28@gmail.com
Kat Potthoff, Dog Sports Director –
glocsportsdirector@gmail.com
Alicia Graybill, Obedience Training Director –
a_graybill@yahoo.com
Judy Vitamvas. Past President –
JAVlincoln@aol.com
Board Members (continuing):
Sherry Tomes – tomes.sherry@gmail.com
Board Member (new):
JuLee Vincent – newportjulee@aol.com
Kyle Smith – ksmiff@gmail.com
Terese Pirl, Registrar –
gloctraindirector@gmail.com
Andy Fritzinger, Building Maintenance –
glocbuilding@gmail.com
Sherry Tomes, Membership –
glocmembership@gmail.com
Robin Bonge, Volunteer –
glocvolunteer@gmail.com
Martha Anderson, Barker Editor –
glocthebarker@gmail.com
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